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Power Trip: The Story of EnergyBasic Books, 2019

	A global tour of energy--the builder of human civilization and also its greatest threat.

	

	
		Energy is humanity's single most important resource. In fact, as energy expert Michael E. Webber argues in Power Trip, the story of how societies rise can be told largely as the story of how they manage energy...
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RFID Handbook: Fundamentals and Applications in Contactless Smart Cards and Identification 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Developments in RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) are yielding larger memory capacities, wider reading ranges and quicker processing, making it one of fastest growing sectors of the radio technology industry.
RFID has become indispensable in a wide range of automated data capture and identification applications, from ticketing and access...
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Sarbanes-Oxley Guide for Finance and Information Technology ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Sarbanes-Oxley and its international variants are here to stay. 

Are you prepared for this new business reality?     

Changing the landscape of corporate governance, financial disclosure, and the practice of public accounting, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) can be confusing and complex for professionals and executives who must take...
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Discovering Real Business Requirements for Software Project Success (Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Text offers a methodology for discovering and testing the real business requirements that software products must  meet in order to provide value. Presents more than 21 ways to test  business requirements and evaluate substance and content. DLC: Computer  software--Development.     

       While a...
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Encyclopedia of Stem Cell Research (2 Vol.Set)Sage Publications, 2008
What is a stem cell? We have a basic working definition, but the way we observe a stem cell function in a dish may not represent how it functions in a living organism. Only this is clear: Stem cells are the engine room of multicelluar organisms-both plants and animals. However, controversies, breakthroughs, and frustration continue to swirl in...
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Library World Records, second editionMcFarland, 2008
"This fascinating second edition of Library World Records...celebrates all aspects of library life, and lists the various world records in an orderly index that only a librarian could create...more than simply a comprehensive list of records: it is woven together with a strong and poignant sense of library history." --London...
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Windows Phone 7 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Congratulations! You now own one of the most original and fun new phones to emerge on the scene in years. (But you knew that already, didn’t you?) Windows Phone 7 represents an exciting new direction for both Microsoft and the evolution of the smartphone, those magical do-everything devices that are part phone, part pocket computer.
...
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Street-Fighting Mathematics: The Art of Educated Guessing and Opportunistic Problem Solving (The MIT Press)MIT Press, 2010

	Too much mathematical rigor teaches rigor mortis: the fear of making

	an unjustified leap even when it lands on a correct result. Instead of

	paralysis, have courage—shoot first and ask questions later. Although

	unwise as public policy, it is a valuable problem-solving philosophy, and

	it is the theme of this book: how to...
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A Comprehensive Evaluation on Emergency Response in China: The Case of Pandemic Influenza (H1N1) 2009 (Research Series on the Chinese Dream and China’s Development Path)Springer, 2018

	This book is a third-party evaluation of H1N1 prevention and control effects in China. Based on the characteristic of H1N1 pandemic around the world and current public health management system in China, this book evaluates the comprehensive effects by considering the countermeasures, joint prevent and control mechanism operated by central and...
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Countdown to French : Learn to Communicate in 24 HoursMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Go from being feckless to flawless at French in only 24 hours

So you're leaving for France in a few days and you don't speak a word of the language? What will you do if you get lost in Paris and have to ask for directions? Or your rental car acts up and you need a mechanic? Or your flight from Nice is delayed and you...
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The Industrial Organization of Banking: Bank Behavior, Market Structure, and RegulationSpringer, 2010
The academic literature commonly examines issues relating to bank behavior, market structure, or bank regulation by abstracting from interrelationships among these factors. From a policy perspective, however, these elements of the industrial organization of banking are inextricably linked. The goal of this book is to provide a complete overview,...
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CIOs at WorkApress, 2011

	In CIOs at Work, noted author Ed Yourdon interviews many of the world's most influential chief information officers. You will gain insights from the first CIO of the USA, take a peek into the future with the CIO at Google, learn the unique role IT plays in testing Microsoft applications, and much more.

...
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